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Proverbs 4:23 NIV 
Above all else, guard your heart, 
    for everything you do flows from it. 

Proverbs 4:23-27 MSG 
Keep vigilant watch over your heart; 
    that’s where life starts. 
Don’t talk out of both sides of your mouth; 
    avoid careless banter, white lies, and gossip. 
Keep your eyes straight ahead; 
    ignore all sideshow distractions. 
Watch your step, 
    and the road will stretch out smooth before you. 
Look neither right nor left; 
    leave evil in the dust. 

James 5:12  
Above all, my brothers and sisters, do not swear—not by heaven or by earth or by 
anything else. All you need to say is a simple “Yes” or “No.” Otherwise, you will be 
condemned. 

James 4:2-3  
You desire but do not have, so you kill. You covet but you cannot get what you want, so 
you quarrel and fight. You do not have because you do not ask God.  When you ask, 
you do not receive, because you ask with wrong motives, that you may spend what you 
get on your pleasures. 
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Different types of people: 

1. Have no boundaries for themselves and can’t see other people’s boundaries. It’s kind 
of an obliviousness to all things boundaries. These people make others who are close 
to them feel anxious. They are also often unapologetic. They are really good at getting 
stuff done.  
2. People with great boundaries for themselves: work, family, personal things but walk 
through others boundaries. The rest of us often look up to these people, because they 
seem to have it all together until you get in their way. 
3. People who have no boundaries themselves but do have a greater awareness than 
most about other people's boundaries.  This is often the friend that apologizes for 
everything.  
4. This fourth person or fourth type, only has boundaries. They have gotten so good at 
having boundaries and being aware of other people's boundaries that boundaries are all 
they have they don’t actually have true, meaningful relationships anymore. These are 
people that typically only do things or show up to things that are their idea. They are 
really good at getting stuff done.  

Group Questions:  

- Come up with a group definition of boundaries.  
Discuss these scriptures Galatians 6: 2-5, Matthew 5:37  
- Discuss words you wrote down at the beginning of class and add new ones. 

- In what circumstances are you likely to take on more than is comfortable for you? 

- What does it take to know God’s boundaries? 

- What’s the danger of being unclear about God’s boundaries? 

- What is the danger of being unclear about your boundaries?  

- What boundary type of mix of types do you think you are? 

- What do you want to work on personally?  
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Boundaries and Your Family
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Boundaries and Your Spouse 
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Boundaries and Your Children 
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Problems 
Problem-1 saying yes to the bad 
Problem-2 saying no to the good 
Problem-3 not respecting other’s boundaries, aggression, manipulation 
Problem-4 being non-responsive 

Matthew 7:12  
So in everything, do to others what you would have them do to you. 

Boundaries can be confusing and complicated so this is a great question to make it 
simple - How do I want to be treated? A simple question that many of us have taught our 
kiddos I'm sure.  
________________________________ 

Boundary pain - 
The words hurt and harm are important here.  
Hurt and harm can be the same thing, but understanding there may be a difference 
between hurt and harm can help you actually gain something from your pain. I like to 
think of hurting as discomfort and although we don't like it, being uncomfortable and 
hurting a bit is a good thing.  
The difference between hurt and harm is Hurt is temporary. Harm is long-term. We 
shouldn't harm those we love, harm causes withdrawal and self-doubt, and distance.  

A good question to ask yourself when pondering a boundary with someone is, is this 
hurting me or am I hurting them? Could this be harmful or become harmful?  

________________________________ 
Circumstances -  
the book also talks about this as load and last week we read Gal 6:2-5 which talked 
about carrying each others burdens and carrying your own load.  
So here's an example, the spouse comes home from a hard day at work. or Spouse 
who stays home had a hard day.  
So others don't know, they aren't aware of your circumstances, they don't know what 
you're carrying. Others don't know your load and can't carry your burden unless they 
understand your circumstance.   

A good question to ask your self is what do I need to communicate so my circumstances  
can be understood?  
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Gift - Grant - Loan 

Luke 6:38 
Give, and it will be given to you. A good measure, pressed down, shaken together, and 
running over, will be poured into your lap. For with the measure you use, it will be 
measured to you.  
Ecclesiastes 3: 12 
I know that there is nothing better for people than to be happy and to do good while they 
live.  

What is a gift?  
Something given willingly to someone without payment. It is freely given without 
expectations.  
This is where it can be hard with some givers because a true gift has no expectations 
attached to it.  
What is a grant?  
A grant is a gift that has known expectations. There are rules, requirements, reporting, 
questioning from the giver.  
The hard thing here is that a giver often gives a grant without the receiver knowing it's a 
grant. the receiver thinks it's a true freely given gift.  
What is a loan? 
A loan is borrowed and has terms for repayment.  
Sometimes a giver gives a loan and the receive thinks it's a gift. This happens less but 
when it's done it's more damaging. Trust is broken, the relationship is harmed. 

Solutions: 
As our kids mature we need to shift to more true gifts and fewer grants as we see them 
knowing natural consequences and taking care of their things. 

As adults, we need to manage exceptions. Ahead of someone giving you a gift you 
need to be able to discern if it's a gift, grant or a loan. This really depends on the giver. 
There might be people in your life that you need to have in the category of grant maker 
and not gifter and just knowing where to file them in your mind can be helpful in having 
healthy boundaries which leads to a good relationship with them. 

Another solution with extended family is suggesting certain gifts. Zoo passes, Museum 
tickets, a concert, chiefs game. This can create a really fun one-time experience with a 
grant or loan giver and then it's over, there are no long-term rules and requirements. So, 
this is a healthy boundary that can end up being a lot of fun. 

Proverbs 8:16:  
A gift opens the way and ushers the giver into the presence of the great. 
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Your Self and God 


